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Resumo

A relação entre ciência e cinema nem sempre tem sido pacífica. Se o cinema foi fundamental para o progresso científico e tecnológico graças ao registo do movimento, quando o cinema integrou-a na ficção, interessou-se por histórias literárias de cientistas loucos que optaram por transgredir os códigos éticos do seu campo em nome da criação de uma humanidade perfeita. Os laboratórios de criação genética artificial são hoje uma realidade próxima de nós, com a inserção de células humanas em embriões animais. Do Dr. Moreau à investigação contemporânea, o imaginário cinematográfico permite-nos analisar as fantasias de omnipotência que facilmente se apoderam dos cientistas, e confrontá-los com as consequências destrutivas da sua megalomania.


Abstract

The relationship between science and cinema has not always been peaceful. If film has been fundamental to scientific and technological progress thanks to the register of movement, when cinema took over fiction, it became interested in the literary stories of mad scientists, who chose to transgress the ethical codes of their field in the name of creating a perfect humanity. Artificial genetic creation laboratories are a reality close to home today, with the insertion of human cells into animal embryos. From Dr. Moreau to contemporary research, the cinematic imagination allows us to examine the fantasies of omnipotence that easily seize researchers, and confront them with the destructive consequences of their megalomania.
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Resumen

La relación entre la ciencia y el cine no siempre ha sido pacífica. Si el cine ha sido fundamental para el progreso científico y tecnológico gracias al registro del movimiento, cuando el cine se apoderó de la ficción, se interesó por las historias literarias de científicos locos que deciden transgredir los códigos éticos de su campo en nombre de la creación de una humanidad perfecta. Los laboratorios de creación genética artificial son hoy una realidad.
cercana a nosotros, con la inserción de células humanas en embriones animales. Desde el Dr. Moreau hasta la investigación contemporánea, la imaginación cinematográfica nos permite examinar las fantasías de omnipotencia que se apoderan fácilmente de los investigadores, y confrontarlos con las consecuencias destructivas de su megalomanía.

**Palabras clave**: Cine. Ciencia. Híbrido.

La relación entre la ciencia y el cine comenzó al mismo tiempo que la misma nació de la cinematografía con las experiencias de Jules Janssen cuando creó la “photographic” o “astronomic revolver” y registró en 1974 el paso del planeta Venus frente al sol. Posteriormente Etienne Jules Marey y Eadweard Muybridge serializó las fotografías para estudiar el movimiento humano y animal. Los diferentes pasos del proceso de movimiento. En el comienzo del siglo XX, Lucien Bull usó la técnica de la película lenta para estudiar la explosión de una gota de jabón y el tímpano de una libélula. Pero cuando Dr Louis Doyen separó en 1902 a las gemelas de Orissa que estaban unidas por la clavícula, la operación fue filmada y la cinematográfica técnica obligó al cirujano a acelerar los procedimientos quirúrgicos para registrar el proceso entero en el film. Las hermanas no sobrevivieron mucho tiempo después, probablemente porque el procedimiento rápido que habían sido fragilizadas y contractadas. Por primera vez, la imagen documental había sido no sólo una reproducción de la realidad, sino la construcción de una realidad, como un espectáculo (sin la presión del tiempo, el operación podría haber sido más exitosa). A pesar de que no es una consecuencia directa de este evento, con la evolución del lenguaje cinematográfico, la ciencia también ha sido un tema fuerte para la película ficticia, y un pretexto para poner a la ética de la investigación científica en el centro. Es del horror de la Primera Guerra Mundial que se desarrolla y se amplifica la expresión del miedo en el cine. El cine ha sido un medio perfecto para representar la ambigüedad de la ciencia como el futuro del hombre, a través de manipulaciones biológicas o otras experiencias imaginarias. ¿Cómo representan los directores la ciencia y los científicos en sus películas? ¿En qué punto ya no tiene control el científico sobre su experiencia? ¿Por qué la ciencia en el cine a menudo se asocia con el imaginario prohibido – el placer y los peligros de las manipulaciones genéticas imposibles? A menudo, la representación de la ciencia se enfrenta con la religión y el contexto social. La fascinación y el miedo sobre la ciencia y el progreso de la tecnología han sido muy presentes desde la creación del cine. La ciencia contemporánea se refiere a las escrituras del siglo XVIII, la literatura de fantasía que fue adaptada a la pantalla tan pronto como el cine fue descubierto. Incluso
scientific research and its outcomes in films don’t have their truth in the real world, fictional cinema does not pretend to explain scientific phenomena but tries to put science at the heart of human reflection and limitation. It is therefore more a philosophical, political and theological concern than an entertaining one that is interwoven into the narrative discourse. The fantasy of omnipotence, of being able to control the course of life and death beyond nature itself, and of fabricating the human from the non-human, is found in many film productions, such as Frankenstein, The Island of Dr Moreau or Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, often redirected into contemporary remakes based on the original story.

Science in film is often linked to the Science Fiction or Fantastic film genre, but what is relevant here overpasses a simple style formula. The question is about humanity’s thirst of infinite phantasy to originate life in order to feel as powerful as, we can say, the figure of creation, that would be “God”. In every film proposed in this analysis, there is a shift from the historical to the allegorical, from the action to the symbolistic expression, that raise the following question: is human longing for transcendence a strength or a weakness?

The Island of Dr Moreau written by H.G. Wells in 1896, adapted to the screen many times since the silent era, allows to discuss the relation between science and cinema, since it raises evident questions about bioethics. The story is about a scientist, Dr Moreau, who lives in a very remote island in the middle of the ocean. He practices forbidden experiments to turn animals into human in order to create “the perfect human being”, and uses the technique of vivisection. The creatures obtained in laboratory, end up to be in-between, part animal, part human. Moreau controls them through what he calls “The Law” to induce the human in them: Not to go on all four, Not to eat fish or flesh, Not to chase other men. Transgressions are punished in the “House of Pain”, that is the laboratory where he practices his horrible experiments.

The 1932 film adaptation The Island of Lost Souls directed by Erle C. Kenton, with Charles Laughton as Dr Moreau’s character, is particularly interesting because it belongs to a serial of film productions about crazy scientific researchers as Frankenstein or Fu Manchu and many others, that forecast the horror of experiments in the Nazi and Japanese camps. In The Island of Lost Souls what is at stake is the moral and the physical violence that exists intrinsically in the human being. It is also about the high price to pay for the science progress that involves the unavoidable suffering of other living beings. Dr Moreau is part of the “inhuman rationalist” scientists category as Roslynn Haynes proposed in her analysis of the film (Haynes, 1994). For Moreau, there are no moral issues in the scientific experiment. The
goal justifies the means. He ends up killed, having lost control over his creations. The violation of the social contract by the mad scientist causes the regression of the hybrid bodies to the original bodies, i.e. the animal takes over.

In most films on genetic manipulation, there is a will to transcend human limitations and reach the eternity to avoid death. The films that explore the theme of genetic manipulation all end up proving that this type of scientific research has nothing to do with the advancement of knowledge through science. On the contrary, the experiments prove that humanity must respect its limits in order not to destroy itself. Through its forms and languages, cinema is able to cross sciences with imaginary, and the scientific progress is naturally actualized through the new technologies and biotechnology. In his essay *Le Clonage Humain*, Marc Augé states:

> The development of technologies induces questions of mythical order, which resurface today much more strongly than at the beginning of the development of techniques. Now, with the development of technologies, we ask questions that mythical thought - not to call it symbolic - that which is expressed in myths, presymbolic in a way, used to put into shape. The pleasant or banal version of the thing is the science fiction films. Many people can only imagine the technological future in the form of the most archaic things (AUGÉ, 1999, p. 170).

In the case of the genetic experiments, the regression to the animal condition leads to a need to reach an almost divine nature, as a perfect human being. What is important is not so much the representation of a possible reality, than the problematic it raises, as a reflection on the stakes of scientific progress, which starts from a desire and is confronted with questions that are necessarily moral.

As Olivier Rachid Grim stated in his essay *Corps extrêmes et figures de l’entre-deux dans le cinéma hollywoodien* 1931-1935, the beings in Moreau’s world are figures of the in-between constitute two privileged categories of representations of “sub-humanity” and “super-humanity”. As an interactive system, the “super-humanity” shapes or mistreats the “sub-humanity”, close to animality. Through Moreau’s characters, cinema expresses the human’s desire to feel omnipotent through his control of life and death. The creatures resulting from the scientific manipulation of Dr Moreau’s experiences are twice artificial children: artificial children of a mad scientist and artificial children of the cinematographic necessity of special effects (Grim, 2004). When cinema sets science at the core of the film plot, it also involves strong feelings and emotions. In the 1996 version with Marlon Brando,
the scientific imaginary turned into a spectacular figurability leading to an oversized universe of hybrid and hyper-emotional beings.

To reinforce the idea that Dr Moreau had been considered a researcher for the well-being of mankind, in the 1996 version we understand that he had won the Nobel Prize. In a slightly different style but with the same perspective of dominating the power of life, Dr. Frankenstein is a young researcher with a promising future. Why did they choose to go against what the future promised them? In the name of the scientific cause, researchers allow themselves illicit acts. If Moreau manipulates the original genetics, Dr Frankenstein steals dead bodies from cemeteries and organs from medical faculties. As with Dr. Moreau, there is an atmosphere of moral breakdown that weighs and extends into the space of the narrative.

It was in the 1920s that German expressionist cinema produced for the first time a series of films about mad scientists, such as Dr. Caligari in 1919 (Robert Wiene) and Dr. Mabuse in 1922 (Fritz Lang), which moved away from the constructive position of nineteenth-century science, a negative vision that was reinforced by the First World War. Adapted from Mary Shelley 1818 novel, Frankenstein inherited the aesthetics of German expressionism, with its Manichean form of positioning its protagonists between light and dark according to the nature of their personality. The world of the researcher is in the darkness of night and death, while that of the village joins life with its bright light and turns out to be a metaphor between the luminous reason of the scientist and the shade of his madness. Only the electric light illuminates his scientific practice, electricity also responsible for setting in motion the resulting monster, being itself a divine spark. One of the attributes of the researcher, which can also be found in Frankenstein, is the notebook which allows the stages of an experiment to be recorded, without ever writing down the end. The body of Frankenstein's monster has also become the main space of the film, on which the fantasies of human horror are crystallized. The expressionistic settings that host the shadow of Frankenstein's creature are opposed to the enchanting spaces of the exteriors and interiors of the day. It is Frankenstein's fall from grace that contrasts with the rest of the world, in the beauty of the everyday life simplicity. In her novel, Mary Shelley compares Dr. Frankenstein's gesture to that of Prometheus who steals the sacred fire and offers it to humanity. She presents a fantasy of the human being in an infinite longing for controlling the present and creating the future. In the film, when his creature manifests life, the mad scientist says the sacrilegious sentence: “I know now what it is to be God”. The film was censored until 1985 and its exhibition forbidden in England during 25 years.
Dr Frankenstein’s artificial creation of life heralds the progress of science and its phantasmatic possibilities. The monster is a man/machine hybrid born of death that expresses the human anguish of its condition of finitude. Allied to technology, science aimed to dominate natural events (such as life and death) in order to overcome them and create an artificial nature. The scientist puts himself in the place of the Creator of the world. From social transgression, Frankenstein moves on to transgress the law of life.

As Florent Montaclair writes in his essay *Le médecin dans la littérature fantastique*:

Nature is a fundamental element that is intrinsically linked to scientific research and is found in the discourse of the characters. This nature, which has always governed the world and whose laws are being developed by scientists, embodies the limits of medical knowledge. Frankenstein, Moreau (...) overturn the historically established rational rules in order to get closer and closer to the true potential of natural forces. They try to show through their studies the feasibility of as yet incomprehensible phenomena, by unleashing and mastering the power of life and the world (MONTACLAIR, 1998, p.209).

Moreau represents the scientific researcher who is a victim of his own madness and no longer distinguishes between megalomania and benefit to humanity. For Frankenstein, it is the same thing. The supernatural is the result of their experiments beyond reality.

As for Dr Moreau, scientific obsession is put forward to justify the results obtained. In 2009, through the film *Splice*, the desire to control life without taking into account the ethical implications of the experiments is also at stake. A couple of scientists decide to inject human DNA into an already transgenic animal cell. The result is a hybrid female half animal half human. The script is original, written by the director Vicenzo Natali.

*Splice* dared to mate a human hybrid with a man. Cinema represents the dangers of science progresses which confronts us almost daily with profound questions of bioethics, and is getting closer and closer to us, being more real than the realm of fantasy or science fiction it used to belong. Last April, the French broadcast France Culture, proposed the following debate: “Human-animal chimeras: are we crossing ethical boundaries? March 2018, human-sheep chimeras in California; December 2019, monkey-pig chimeras in China; May 2020 half-mouse/half-human embryos; March 2021, monkey-human chimeras in France and China” (2021, 27-04). Human cells are introduced into animal embryos for the good of humanity. The research based on genetic manipulation has an ethical code and a deontology that obliges the scientist to limit himself to the claimed objectives, such as the creation of organs compatible with the human metabolism. However, we all know that the temptation to
go further is great and that science does not control everything that is done in laboratories. *Splice* is a good example of this, and despite the fragilities of the plot and the quality of the film itself, it offers us the opportunity to consider the contemporary dangers of science and warns us about our passions that can blind us. We are facing the uncanny body that is really the notion for these *in-between* bodies. The term “uncanny” is taken from 1919 Freud's definition, namely: “These are momentarily perceiving an inanimate object to be alive and, conversely, momentarily perceiving a living thing to be inanimate” (Freud, 1955).

*The Fly*, directed by David Cronenberg in 1986 (remake of the 1958 version), is a good example of the destiny of a *counter science*. The film features Jeff Goldblum as the protagonist (Seth) and is based on a short story written by Georges Langelaan. A scientist creates a teletransportation device and while experimenting his new invention, a fly mixes up with his molecules. The result is the creation of a living being half human half fly. It is really about losing control of one self. The scientist did not cause the genetic mutation, he is its victim. Based on a human-animal hybrid, the regression is no longer from man to animal – as it was for Moreau’s creatures - but it starts from man-matter and ends to formlessness. The researcher body dissolves into formless matter and loses his humanity. Here again we have a supernatural experience (tele transposition) that turns against its author. The dissolution of the body is irreversible and leads to its death. The result is so realistic that the viewer finds it difficult to keep his eyes open looking at the dripping flesh and organs. *The Fly* is a good example of a hybrid body that metamorphoses over time (and reminds us of Kafka's *Metamorphosis*) and questions the relationship of the body to sexuality. The protagonist, whose body was originally sculpted and very seductive, as the characteristics of the fly take over completely loses the erotic human sensuality that was his characteristic.

The flesh is here tangible material that deteriorates and disintegrates when the metabolism is manipulated. The difference between outside and inside the body disappears, there is only a layer that is ready to dissolve itself. It can express the society fear to go beyond the flesh, underneath, inside the body. The inner body doesn’t exist in the conscious mind that is why it can also be a metaphor of the unconscious image of the body we have. It is a universal fear as it touches vulnerability, the loss of control, our innards image, suffering, mortality and how alien can be our body to us.

Based on the gothic romance *Strange case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde* written in 1886 by Robert Louis Stevenson, the adaptation for film by Victor Fleming in 1941 show a relationship between researchers and science that is obsessive and transgressive: while Dr
Jekyll talks about it with theories of his own, Hyde embodies scientific practice and the application of his deepest fantasies. But in his arguments, Jekyll already introduces the great ethical problems of science: he implies that a human being who goes “mad” is no longer a human being, and is more on the animal side. But above all, by insisting that evil exists in all of us, he puts at stake what he will also become: the expression of that evil. In Fleming’s film, Dr Jekyll’s transformation takes place before the viewer’s eyes, with faces superimposed on each other as the transfiguration process unfolds. Hyde spaces are no longer the spaces of reality but the emotional territories of the character that express the incarnation of science. It is a reflection on the dehumanised man, a metaphor of the inner monster through the physical transformation.

Sexuality is very much present in the film as a repressed desire because of social conventions. He lives his sexuality through Hyde, who turns out to be perverse and sadistic. The burning desire in the scene between (Ivy) Ingrid Bergman and (Jekyll) Spencer Tracy turns to terror when Hyde forces and violates her. The scientist can only experience sexuality by transgressing himself through Hyde, who represents man at his most crude, impulsive, and human lessness condition.

Genetic manipulation between humans and animals is a theme that is perfectly suited to cinema, as it brings into play the desire and fear of omnipotence that exists in our deepest fantasies. Moreover, the hybrid figures represented in the film allow us to project our terrors into the film while at the same time safeguarding our familiar space. The space of convergence of scientific research and experience is found in the bodies of those who are its victims. This space of the body becomes the space of the film. A body always in the process of becoming (which includes regression), matter firm or dissolving (like that of The Fly), the body is shown close to us, calling on us to take sides, whatever it may be.

There are two main points that separate films that use concrete special effects from productions with virtual visual effects. Firstly, the writing of the narrative: adaptations of the novels of Mary Shelley, Stevenson or Wells are developed around the construction of the characters as David Bordwell points out (Bordwell, 2006, p.104). We can add that as visual effects are spectacular, they take the place of importance and narrative quality. The dialogues and situations that allow the story to move forward and the characters to be built up no longer exist except as a function of the visual effects, which take the first place in the production of the work. This is what happens with Splice, Hollow, 2015’s Vitor Frankenstein and many others. But it is what we are left with that is perhaps the strongest, even if the message is
stereotypical: when science seeks competition with the divine, it loses and will always be punished.

Hybrid beings created against nature will never become human and will always remain anchored to their original animality. Or, as in The Fly, when animality takes over, there is no turning back. This animality is shown through close-ups of their bodies, such as the hand of the young woman who becomes a panther again (The Island of Lost Souls, 1932). However, in all cases, the creatures have a conscience not being a human, even if in the case of Dr Moreau, his Law forces them to integrate that they have to be human. The surgical machines represented in Frankenstein project a futurism that resembles that of Metropolis, a world that transforms man into a machine or returns him to an imperfect origin - that of the fragmented being that does not know the organisation of unity. Cinema becomes a cathartic possibility for the projection of deep fears of the unknown.

The hybrid body is not only our physical body but also our mental and emotional body. Through the creation of monsters, there is an anticipation of fear to give birth to monsters that escape our understanding and that will have their three bodies separated. It is therefore a very complex question that the cinema of hybrid bodies proposes to us. There is still a lot to do: another than the living matter of the body, the cinema explores the body-machine, a hybrid that conveys many other matters than the organic one of the body. In her essay about “monsters”, Ieda Tucherman wrote about Frankenstein:

The monster had appeared in the Promethean euphoria of the young scientist. It represented the overcoming by technique of the enigma of life. However, he becomes the sign of death, which allows us to think that Mary Shelley anticipated the image of the victory of technique producing the crisis of reference from the technical intervention in the body, the relativisation of subject/object boundaries and the man-machine hybridisation as the loss of traditional identities and cultural affections (TUCHERMAN, 1999, p.136)

But at last, the intention of the man’s transformation is the same: to no longer be limited by our human condition. Is this the future of mankind we really want?
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